For the problem of lower safety performance in literature [1] , an improved chaotic map gray image encryption algorithm based on information entropy has been proposed.The algorithm includes three portions: first,chaotic mapping generates random matrices to diffuse plaintext image matrix ; Second, DNA encoding the addition and subtraction as well as complement arithmetic rule makes plain image matrix better confusion; Third, information entropy modulation parameters of chaotic systems to resist chosen plaintext attack. Based on [1], a combination of information entropy, while maintaining a good efficacy and safety, but also successfully solved the problem can resist the literature [2] attack methods.
Introduction
With the development of communication technology, digital image transmission network is becoming increasingly popular. However, this open digital images, poses a serious threat in the transmission process. Therefore, the design for the image encryption scheme is very necessary.
Because the pseudo-random chaotic map, the sensitivity of the initial value and unpredictability etc.other characteristics.Specific performance of chaos [3, 4] , such as sensitivity to initial conditions and system parameters, pseudo-randomness, ergodicity, etc., have been awarded chaotic dynamics as a promising alternative to traditional encryption algorithms.Entropy relates to the probability of information occurrence, it can represent the value of information, which information entropy can reflect how much information is contained in a picture. DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) encoding is a new area of computer science and molecular biology combining and development. [5, 6, 7] which use massively parallel DNA coding ability, successfully resolved, such as Hamilton path, maximum Clique and other NP (Non-deterministic Polynomial) problems.
Related work
1.Information Entropy.From the perspective of information dissemination, the information entropy can represent the value of information. This way we have a measure of the level of the standard value of information can be made more inferences about knowledge circulation problems. The formula is
Chaotic System.One-dimensional logistic mapping from mathematical point of view is a very simple form of chaotic map, the system is extremely complex dynamical behavior of the application in a very wide field of confidentiality. In this paper, we use of one-dimensional logistic chaotic map,defined as follows:
The sequence generated by the chaotic system is the pseudo-random sequence.
2.DNA coding.A DNA sequence comprising a nucleic acid with four kinds (A: adenine, G: guanine, C:cytosine, T: thymine).In this paper C, A, T, G is represented 00,01,10,11 respectively. For each of the pixel values of an 8-bit gray image can be a DNA sequence of length 4 to represent. For example: If you get a gray image is 123 pixels, its binary representation for 01111011. After DNA encoding rules they are coded as AGTG. 
Proposed image encryption scheme
In this paper, there are three parts of image encryption scheme ,first is DNA encoding,complement and decoding of plaintext image.Secondly,calculating the entropy of the image, and the third part, matrix Z is generated by chaotic Logistic mapping for DNA ciphertext state confused . Where Z is a two-dimensional matrix generated by chaotic Logistic map. For a given gray image P which size defined as n × m .A detailed analysis of the encryption process of plaintext image P can be decomposed into the following steps: 
is the probability of i appearing in b P , and then calculate: according to DNA encoding rules, and get matrix Q.Next, we just need decode the two-dimensional nuclear matrix Q and convert it to decimal matrix of each pixel within 0 to 255 to obtain a ciphertext image.
Fig. 1 flow chart of entire encryption

The image decryption algorithm
The article can be the inverse of the above operations, the original image is decrypted from the ciphertext state. Specific operations as follows:
1. Ciphertext image transform to a binary matrix, which will be coded according to the DNA coding rule to obtain a DNA matrix Q.
2 After entropy decimal H of ciphertext calculates Logistic chaotic system parameters,we encode the random sequence generated by Logistic chaotic map, in accordance with the corresponding DNA encoding rules ,and get nucleic matrix. 3. We make use of DNA subtraction operation to add DNA encoding matrix of random sequence which generated Logistic chaotic map and the matrix Q and obtain a new matrix b P .
4 The result of decoding b P is a binary matrix, then the matrix is converted to decimal matrix, so that is plaintext image. Figure 2 is a flowchart showing the entire decryption. A good image encryption scheme should be designed for different types of attacks, such as violent attacks, differential attack,chosen-plaintext attack [8] . In this section, we will briefly analyze the security of the proposed encryption scheme.
1.histogram analysis.Histogram displays distribution of pixel values of gray images. Histogram of the encrypted image should be sufficiently smooth, otherwise the information may leak and result in statistical attack. This makes it possible to cause ciphertext-only attack by analyzing the statistical characteristics of the encrypted image . Figure 5 , shows histograms of the gray image "Lena," and the corresponding encrypted image.Through comparing two histograms respectively we can see the pixel values of the original "Lena" image is centered on almost one value, also it's histogram of the encrypted image is very uniform, which makes statistical attacks impossible. It can be more intuitive to see the performance of the proposed algorithm. Make DNA coding after calculating original image entropy and process by DNA addition. According to formula (1) and (2), entropy is determined by while the original image and a secret key. Information entropy is diffused through sensitivity of Logistic map and chaotic systems to affect the entire encrypted image.
Conclusions
In this paper, a improved and novel gray image encryption scheme is proposed, which takes the advantage of image information entropy,Logistic chaotic system and DNA encoding.Through the analysis of the algorithm feasibility and security ,we consider that the algorithm is brief,beautiful, good flexibility and application prospect. 
